Introducing;
Sticky fly swatter
By: Miles Baker
Have you ever been bothered by flies, but your fly swatter wasn’t
strong enough, or maybe the flies ignored the sticky fly trap you
set up?
Well, I have come up with a solution! A sticky fly swatter! I
thought of this because when I first moved to Bentonville, the
door to our house was open 24/7 for the moving trucks, and we
got A LOT of flies. I wish I could go back in time and bring the fly
swatter to help out my past self!
This swatter is handy because flies can get away from regular fly
swatters even if they get hit, and sticky fly traps are easy for flies
to avoid, but if you combine the two, you have a sticky fly
swatter! When the swatter hits the fly, it will be way harder for the
fly to fly away because it will stick to the swatter! I’m not
guaranteeing you’ll always get the fly, but the chances are WAY
higher!
The swatter is sticky enough for the fly to not be able to escape
by itself, but with human strength, you can carefully remove the
fly without killing it, and put it back outside so it can live the rest
of its life. As you can see, I love nature, and don’t want to kill any
animals or bugs unless I have to, and in case the fly finds its way
back, you can buy an additional jar of the, um, sticky goo?

Just call it that for now. The jar comes with a little tool that’s kinda
like a big plastic butter knife, just pretend the swatter is bread,
then take the tool and spread the sticky goo on it like jelly! Just
don’t eat it, I’m serious please don’t it’s stickier then a jar of
peanut butter so just don’t.
The swatter can even be used for other bugs! The swatter is thin
enough to slide under a bug that's crawling on the ground, wall,
or wherever else it's wandering. In case the bug you're trying to
catch is bigger and stronger, you can buy a jar that has even
stickier goo! So, what are you waiting for!?! Buy yours today!
Each sold separately unless you buy the ultimate kit which includes the swatter, and 2
different jars of each kind of goo.
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TOTALLY PROFESSIONAL BY THE WAY ;)

